The Adventures of Captain Underpants*
Humorous
JF Pilkey, Dav
When George and Harold hypnotize their
principal into thinking that he is the superhero
Captain Underpants, he leads them to the lair
of the nefarious Dr. Diaper, where they must
defeat his evil robot henchmen.
Uncle Pirate*
Humorous
JF Rees, Douglas
Wilson is one of the most bullied 4th-graders
at the chaotic Very Elementary School until
his long-lost uncle, Desperate Evil Wicked
Bob--a pirate--and his talking penguin arrive
and begin making everything ship-shape, one
classroom at a time.
The Absent Author*
Mystery
JF Roy, Ron
Dink Duncan and his two friends investigate
the apparent kidnapping of famous mystery
author Wallis Wallace.
Sideways Stories From Wayside School*
Humorous
JF Sachar, Louis
Humorous episodes from the classroom on
the thirtieth floor of Wayside School, which
was accidentally built sideways with one
classroom on each story.
My Haunted House*
Supernatural
JF PBK A (Angie Sage)
Araminta enlists the help of several ghosts to
stop her Aunt Tabby from selling Spook
House.
Knights of the Kitchen Table*
Fantasy Adventure
JF Scieszka, Jon
Three boys use a magical book to travel
through time and have adventures with King
Arthur, the Knights of the Roundtable, and
Merlin the Magician.

If we do not have what you’re looking for, let
us know and we can have
another library send it over for you!
Encyclopedia Brown, Boy Detective*
Mystery
JF Sobol , Donald
The first in a well-known series, this introduces Encyclopedia Brown, the knowledgeable boy detective who helps his father solve
criminal cases in the town of Idaville.

Third
Grade

Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye *
Adventure
JF Stilton, Geronimo
The discovery of an old map by his sister
Thea leads Geronimo and his family to search
for buried treasure on a faraway island.
Welcome to Dead House*
Supernatural
JF Stine, R.L.
When their father inherits an old house in the
town of Dark Falls, Amanda and Josh are
excited--until they begin to suspect that the
house is haunted
The Boxcar Children*
Mystery JF Warner, Gertrude Chandler
Introduces the orphaned Alden family
children, who make an abandoned boxcar
their home and demonstrate their
independence and ability to "make do."
Little Wolf's Book of Badness*
Humorous Animal Adventure
JF Whybrow, Ian
Little Wolf has been behaving too
courteously, so his parents send him to Big
Bad Wolf school to learn how to be a proper
wolf.

*Starred titles
are the
first title in a series
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The Hidden Stairs and the Magic Carpet*
Fantasy
JF PBK S (Tony Abbott)
The tiny room underneath the stairs hides a
magic world where three friends find
themselves forced to face challenges in order
to survive and make their way back home.
Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Stolen
Diamonds*
Mystery
JF Adler, David
A. A fifth-grader with a photographic
memory and her friend Eric help solve the
mystery of the stolen diamonds.
I was a Third Grade Science Project
Science Humor
JF Auch, Mary Jane
While trying to hypnotize his dog for the 3rd
grade science fair, Brian accidentally makes
his best friend Josh think he's a cat.
Ivy + Bean*
Realistic Fiction
JF Barrows, Annie
Bean finds unexpected support for her antics
from Ivy, the new neighbor, who is less
boring than Bean first suspected.
Catcher With a Glass Arm
Sports
JF Christopher, Matt
A young baseball player struggles to
overcome his fear of a pitched ball, improve
his throwing, and redeem himself in the eyes
of his teammates.
Henry Huggins*
Humorous
JF Cleary, Beverly
When Henry adopts a dog of no particular
breed, humorous adventures follow.
My Teacher is an Alien*
Science Fiction
JF Coville, Bruce
Susan doesn't know how weird her new
teacher is until she catches him peeling off his
face and realizes "Mr. Smith" is really an
alien.

Love That Dog*
Realistic Fiction
JF Creech, Sharon
A young student comes to love poetry
through a personal understanding of what
different famous poems mean to him and a
visit at his school by Walter Dean Myers.
Vampires Don't Wear Polka Dots*
Supernatural
JF Dadey,Debbie & Marcia Jones
The Bailey School kids wonder if their
teacher, Mrs. Jeepers, is a vampire: she lives
in a haunted house that has a coffin in the
basement.
Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon*
Realistic Fiction
JF Danziger,Paula
Third grade is a sad time for Amber because
her best friend is moving to a distant state.
Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love Stuart Little*
Realistic Fiction
JF Gifford, Peggy
With summer coming to an end, about-to-be4th-grader Moxy Maxwell does a 100
different things to avoid reading the assigned
summer reading book.
The Million Dollar Shot*
Sports
JF Gutman, Dan
Eddie Ball believes he can solve his family's
financial woes by sinking a million-dollar
half-time basket at the NBA finals, but
someone wants him to miss and will stop at
nothing to keep Eddie from winning.
Bunnicula: A Rabbit Tale of Mystery*
Supernatural/Mystery
JF Howe, Deborah & James
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester
the cat tries to warn his human family that its
foundling baby bunny might be a vampire.

Horrible Harry in Room 2B*
Mystery
Chapter Kline,
Suzy
Doug discovers that though being Harry's best
friend in Miss Mackle's second grade class
isn't always easy (Harry likes to do horrible
things), it's a lot of fun.
The Princess Test*
Humorous Fantasy JF Levine, Gail Carson
In this humorous retelling of Hans Christian
Andersen’s "The Princess and the Pea,"
Lorelei must pass many difficult tests in order
to prove that she is a true princess and win the
hand of Prince Nicholas.
Betsy-Tacy
Realistic Fiction (1940s)
JF Lovelace, Maud Hart
After Tacy moves into the house across the
street from Betsy, the children become
inseparable friends.
Judy Moody*
Realistic Fiction
JF McDonald , Megan
Third grader Judy Moody is in a first day of
school bad mood until she gets an assignment
to create a collage all about herself and begins
creating her masterpiece, the Me collage.
The Adventures of Sir Lancelot the Great
Adventure
JF Morris , Gerald
Relates tales of Sir Lancelot, the bravest
knight in King Arthur's court.
Clementine*
Realistic Humor
JF Pennypacker, Sara
Clementine exhibits several unique hairstyles
while sorting through problems in her
friendship with a neighbor and helping her
father in his efforts to banish pigeons from
the front of their apartment building.

